LMS-UNI-MAS-6; LMS-UNI-MAS-10
What’s in the Package
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ACTIVATION SWITCH PAD
ACTIVATION SWITCH CORD*
SLIDE SWITCH HOUSING
VELCRO PAD
ALCOHOL WIPE
*Activation Switch Cord comes in 6in. and 10in. lengths

Installing the Uni-Max
 Momentary Activation Switch (MAS)
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any ammunition from your firearm and clear
 Remove
the action. Make sure your gun is unloaded.
 Check again.

Slide Switch
Housing Screws

The following instructions are applicable to both the single
and double screw versions of the Uni-Max battery cover.

Remove battery cover screws with screwdriver and
 remove
battery cover (See Fig. a).
two(2) Slide Switch Housing (C) screws
 Remove
located on rear of Uni-Max (See Fig. a) with
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screwdriver and gently remove activation switch to
expose switch contact pins (See Fig. b). *Note: Store
activation switch and cover for future use.
Align Slide Switch Housing (C) with back of
 Uni-Max
unit (See Fig. c) and replace Slide Switch
Housing (C) cover screws removed in previous step
(See Fig. d), making sure to tighten slowly until you
feel resistance. *Do Not Over Tighten.
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Replace battery cover and battery cover screws
 (See
Fig. e).
Attach the Uni-Max unit onto the rail of firearm
 (See
Uni-Max instruction manual). Determine the
location of the Activation Switch Pad (A) and prepare
area using the alcohol wipe (E) to clean designated
area for mounting Activation Switch Pad (A).
Separate loop (soft) side of Velcro Pad (D) and
 remove
peel strip from back. Adhere Velcro Pad (D)
on cleaned area of firearm and let set for 8 hours or
overnight (cure time) before use.
\

Once applied, use the small white slide switch located
on Slide Switch Housing (C) to control Activation
Switch Pad (A) operation (See Fig. f).

Slide Switch Activation
Toward cord is active. Away from cord
is inactive (switch shown here in the
inactive position).
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When slide switch is in active position, turn on
Uni-Max by squeezing and holding the Activation
Switch Pad (A). Once Activation Switch Pad (A) is
released the laser will turn off.
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